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The relationship between reading and writing processes has only recently become the subject of research and theorization. This bibliography is intended to serve as an introduction to the literature dealing with this topic. For ease in use, the bibliography has been divided into three sections: Theory, Research, and Pedagogy. These divisions are somewhat arbitrary but were selected to best benefit potential theorists, researchers, and teachers. A certain amount of overlap is unavoidable; users wanting a comprehensive view of the topic are encouraged to refer to all sections.

THEORY


Author explores the interactions of writer, reader, text, and context based on the assumption that writing and reading are interactive processes.


Argues against the specialization of reading and writing instruction which separates two essentially similar functions. Argues that a good teacher of reading must be a good teacher of writing. Reviews research and offers some suggestions for the education of reading teachers.


Based on the premise that product and process must both be considered together and emphasizing the role reading and writing have in generating ideas in a discipline, suggests a WAC program which fosters creativity and enhances student creativity.

Argues against the teaching of writing as separate from reading in that such a separation actually disconnects students from the literate community.


Paper discusses ways in which reading instructors can aid writing instructors. No discussion of research or specific applications offered.


Suggests ten minutes of expressive writing per period in a reading course as benefitting reading comprehension and attitudes. Based on theory of inner voice derived from Maslow. Cites study, but implies results rather than stating them.

Crismore, Avon. "Composition, Comprehension and Text Type Schemata." 1982. ED 218 580

Explores the reading/writing relationship based on a cognitive approach which states that composition and comprehension are very closely connected and should be taught together.


Admonishes the empirical views of the reading/writing relationship as stated by E.D. Hirsch's The_Philosophy_of_Composition.


If reading and writing cannot be taught jointly in the curriculum, then reading teachers should individualize instruction. Paper presents models of the reading/writing process, describes attitudes and perceptions teachers must have to teach reading and writing, and offers strategies for teaching toward a connection between the two subjects.

Supports and develops personal assumptions about the use of reading in the writing classroom at the secondary level, providing examples from research literature and classroom experiences.


Suggests general changes in the standard reading and writing curricula, looking at issues involved in implementing the curricula. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Explores myths about reading which must be eliminated in order to understand reading/writing connections and discusses the interrelationship of reading/writing difficulties.


Offers strategies for teaching writing as an extension of reading and content courses. Claims reading comprehension and general learning will increase in such a program because of the writing/thinking relationship.


Argues that no definitive proof exists which shows a relationship between studying literature and improving composition. Suggests composition courses are being financially exploited by ineffective and impractical literature departments.


Maintains the teaching of humanities cannot be reduced to specific skills (such as editing) and must continue linking
writing and the reading of literature. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Collection of essays on language and mind, the composing process, and the writer as interpreter. Many deal with writing and reading relationships.


Author attempts to construct theoretical connections between reading/writing processes based on language concepts which underlie both processes.


A review of theoretical issues and some research on the reading and writing connection.


Poses a model of reader-response criticism in which an essay writer creates a "narratee" or reader persona for his paper. The narratee/persona technique helps an author develop an audience for a piece of writing.


Recommends meditation as a specialized means of controlling inner speech, representing the archetype which reading and writing lean toward. Suggests that meditation facilitates and benefits reading and writing.

Meyer, Bonnie J.F. "Reading Research and the Composition Teacher: The Importance of Plans." College Composition and Communication 33 (February 1982): 37-49.
Reviews findings in reading research and relates them to the concept of identifying plan types for teaching both reading and writing.


Collection of papers from University of New Hampshire 1984 conference. Tries to re-establish connections between composition and literature study. Openly discounts connections between composition and traditional scientific fields. Views composition instruction as measurable only through ethnographic study.


Recognizes disparities between reading and writing instructional methodologies: e.g. reading instruction suggest focusings on main ideas while writing instruction calls for the inclusion of supporting details. Blames fragmented instruction for the disparities; calls for holistic reading/writing instructional approach.


Reviews literature on reading and composing relatedness. Develops a composing model of reading and suggests that the reader reads as if composing a text for an internal reader. The author supplies strategies for the reading teacher.

Petersen, Bruce T., ed. Convergences: Transactions in Reading and Writing. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1986. (also available as ED 265 568)

A collection of essays. Applies current research to reading and writing as transactional processes. Addresses reading, writing literature, and literacy. Includes sections on becoming readers and writers, on reading and writing as social activities, on using the writing of others, and on using literature to teach literacy.

Discusses a correlation between weak writing (the use of short T-units, two syllable words, and vague, conversational terms) and a lack of personal reading activity.


Based on research into the literature on the reading/writing process, the author develops a theory that views reading and writing as alternate systems of communication with many similarities rather than alternate processes. (Reviewed from abstract.)


A collection of fifty essays on literacy, speaking and writing, reading and writing, writing as a way of learning, and writing and rhetoric. Includes essays by teachers of subjects other than English.


Poses two models: 1) written language is a derivative of oral language, and 2) written language is qualitatively different from oral language and based, eventually, on what one reads. She suggests that composition should be based on the second model.


Presents reading and writing as acts of composing which require continuous, recurring, and recursive transactions between reader and writer, their inner selves, and their perceptions of each other's goals.

(see also)
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[The text continues as follows...]

Discussion of gains which accrue from interrelating reading and writing. Surveys research, primarily at the elementary level, that supports the idea that gains in reading performance contribute to gains in writing performance and explores how writing and reading influence each other.

RESEARCH


To observe reading/writing connections of ten basic skills and ten above average writing students, the technique of "blind writing" was used, evaluating the need of these writers to read compositions during the writing process. In blind writing, students wrote with inkless pens on paper backed with carbon and could not refer to the writing until it was completed.

[The text continues as follows...]


Studied the ability of college students to recognize effective composition techniques and to use the techniques in their own writing by teaching reading skills through the use of written exercises. Significant gains occurred in reading and composition. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Reviews research concerning the reading/writing relationship for secondary teachers developing courses.

Describes study which gave students in a reading-treatment class pre- and post-tests in writing, demonstrating improved reading skills while writing skills remained unchanged. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Reports on three studies that investigated the knowledge gained from exposure to single examples of literary types, concluding that limited rhetorical knowledge was gained. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Describes a study which compared the effect of ten minutes a day of writing on students' performances in college level reading courses. Author states reading comprehension and attitudes improved for the experimental group which used the technique but supports these claims with no data.


Examines the relationship between the syntactical complexity of developmental freshman students' expository prose and their reading comprehension levels. Syntactic complexity was found to be positively related to reading ability, but it appeared that poorer readers were able to comprehend more complex material than they were able to produce. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Contains papers presented at a conference held at State University of New York, 1977, and subsequent solicited papers, concerning reading response and the study of literature in the areas of literary theory, cognitive
psychology, and reading research. Three sections cover theoretical, research, and methodological issues.


College students were studied to compare the effects of writing on vocabulary, reading comprehension, and attitude. Reading instruction varied only in the use of writing as a component for the experimental group. Significant differences occurred in vocabulary and comprehension but not in attitude.


Teachers placed students in certain writing situations that led into or "foreshadowed" a particular reading. There was no significant difference between the control and experimental group in reading achievement but the experimental group did differ from the control on several measures of reading comprehension. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Examines a predictive relationship of qualitative and quantitative measures of writing to reading comprehension for ninth grade readers. No significant relationship was found among the measures although some relationship between the Degrees of Reading Powers Test (DRP) and the ten writing variables was found. (Reviewed from abstract.)

Heller, Mary F. "The Reading-Writing Connection: An Analysis of the Written Language of University Freshmen at Two Reading Levels." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the National Reading Conference. San Diego, 3-6 Dec. 1980. ED 216 342

Ten elements of written language were significantly related to reading scores for thirty-four college freshmen at high and low reading levels. (Reviewed from abstract.)

Studied the relatedness of specific skills in writing to specific skills in reading. The reading and writing performance of 36 seventh grade and 63 eighth grade students did correlate. It was recommended that reading and writing instruction be integrated.


Reports on a study of fluent and not-so-fluent students writing from sources. Fluent students were more active note takers, used notes to their advantage. Fluent readers' writings were rated higher, and they had more steps in their writing processes.


Assuming the existence of a relationship between writing ability and reading achievement, a combination of readability formulas are applied to an informal sample of student writing, which resulted in the development of a ten step procedure to determine a student's reading level from writing samples. The LSS is a 3-5 minute scoring procedure.


Case study of tenth grade students that examined how above average, average, and poor readers integrate graphonic, syntactic, and semantic cue systems as they read and write. Subjects conceptualization and verbalization matched observed behaviors. The extent to which the writers reflected on the reading/writing process may influence the quality of their performance in language. (Reviewed from abstract.)

Tried to determine if a reading/writing correlation existed and if reading/writing strategies of good and poor readers differed. Good readers and writers were found to be more actively involved in the reading/writing process. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Explored the relationship of reading skills to writing apprehension of forty-nine college students in a reading improvement course. Reading ability contributed to low apprehension and a lack of reading ability contributed to high apprehension.


A case study which hypothesized that after one semester of college level combined reading/writing instruction, students would change their level of reading comprehension; improve writing proficiency; and improve their composing process, their conception of the composing process, and their perception of themselves as writers. Students did improve in writing proficiency but not only due to instruction.


Community college students were found to learn reading skills in their English composition courses, and reading was related to academic achievement in the course. Differences for hispanics, males, and females are discussed.


Presents a case study which demonstrates the function of
The Reading/Writing Relationship

Selje, Cynthia L. "Reading as a Writing and Revising Strategy." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of CCCC. New York City, 29-31 March 1984. ED 244 295

A case study of an apprehensive and a non-apprehensive college composition student to evaluate how each used reading as an aid to composition. Reading served the non-apprehensive student as a catalyst and a multi-purpose writing strategy as well as an aid to revision. The apprehensive student did not use reading to aid his composing in the same manner as the non-apprehensive student nor did he utilize reading very fully.


Reviews reading research in two areas: studies correlating measures of reading and writing and studies examining the influence of reading on writing or writing on reading. General summary of findings with a short bibliography. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Studied how students' comprehension of expository prose was affected by reading or writing prose or diagrammatic summaries. Writing prose summaries appeared to aid a student's comprehension of expository prose but some of the effect was dependent on the kind of material used. (Reviewed from abstract.)

Describes Functional Sentence Perspective, a system for analysing sentences into topic and comment parts. An inconclusive study demonstrates the system's value in reading and composing.


Interprets study which measured subjects' covert language behavior during reading and composing by using electromyographs. Shows a correlation between level of covert activity and a task's level of abstraction.

PEDAGOGY

Allus, Mark W. "Understanding the Relationship between Reading and Writing." Educational Horizons 64 (Fall 1985): 39-44.

Offers framework for considering the relationship between reading and writing growth. Calls for teachers to teach strategic processes for teaching students how to learn to read and write.


Advocates the use of literature texts as useful models for high school writers. Suggestions for selecting themes and techniques are presented.


Describes University of Pittsburgh Basic Reading and Writing course developed to focus on comprehension and analysis of whole pieces of writing rather than on sentences and paragraphs. Justification and course design are presented.


Addresses teaching reading and writing in a single, integrated basic course. Discusses model program at
University of Pittsburgh. Offers suggestions for course planning.


Recommends abstracting original compositions in order to develop vocabulary, promote critical reading, and improve learning. Offers instructional strategies. (Review from abstract).


Suggests that technical writers can better organize material if they understand the readers' processes. Recommends technical writing courses include exercises on reading strategies in order to write more productively.


Advocates well-selected composition readers as a means to help freshmen develop a natural style and discover new possibilities of expression. Suggests augmenting commercial readers with student-written readers.


Of 711 citations, 19 listed under the heading "Integrating Reading and Writing" explore a range of topics in reading and writing, such as techniques for use with literature classes, for developing syntactic fluency, and so on. Most offer practical applications and were intended as a supplement for writing instructors. All 19 articles were published between 1975 and 1981. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Twenty four articles grouped under the headings: "Reading, Writing and Thinking; The Parts and the Whole; Reading for Writing; Contexts for Literacy; and Some Pedagogical Concerns." Discusses reading and writing contexts as various as women’s literature, writing across the
curriculum, ESL, and curriculum design.


Calls for implementation of well-researched, integrated reading/writing curriculum which will encourage students to become competent language users. Suggests teaching techniques.

Gold, Janet T. "Writing Activities to Enhance Reading Comprehension." 1981. ED 205 903

Develops a model of reinforcing reading comprehension through the use of writing activities. Practical classroom activities are discussed.


Suggests cloze passages help students learn how language works: interaction of vocabulary and syntax, influence of diction on style, and grammatical and logical relationships. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Claims there is sufficient preliminary research and theory to encourage and include writing as one aspect of a program for reading comprehension development. Offers practical applications (mapping, semantic webbing, cloze patterns, etc.) for writing related activities.

Argues for inclusion of writing in reading-improvement.
programs, citing both research and theory. Suggested activities for such a program are included.


"Predictive intervention" is described as a classroom technique for drafting and revision. Students read their writing to other student/readers who then discuss it and predict outcomes, encouraging the author to follow new directions or to revise.


Presents strategies and justifications for summarization writing as a means of teaching which involves group writing, reading for main ideas, and comprehending materials. Using models and others' ideas makes students feel at ease.


Develops a new, integrated reading/writing curriculum for college students, based on theories of cognitive structure and psycholinguistics, certain composition and writing theories, and the work of Carl Rodgers, resulting in a completely worked out curriculum ready for application. (Reviewed from abstract.)


Presents the compositional approach to reading in practice and theory, an approach which depends on functional relationships and demands responses to multiple context controls as opposed to traditional matching responses which do not need to entail context sensitivity.


Describes a reading technique for college writing which includes a method for teaching word structure. (Reviewed from abstract.)

Recommends following Bleich's heuristic for generating response to reading, allowing students to accumulate experience in reading, writing, discussing reading, commenting on writing, and revising.


By asking questions about a text, students can generate an information 'grid' to aid understanding and to provide a basis for further writing activities.


Presents process-oriented ideas and discusses them in the context of improving reading and communication through synthesis.


Describes a literacy project involving a multidisciplinary collaboration of high school and college teachers.
(Reviewed from abstract.)


Suggests students learn of their decisive role as readers and of the questions writers must ask by being "put inside" the text. Assignment suggestions include writing new endings and narrating from different viewpoints for established pieces of literature.


Proposes a method to emphasize informational writing in an integrated reading/writing curriculum. (Reviewed from abstract.)

Suggests meaningful processing takes place when students reproduce, reduce, manipulate, or expand the content, syntax, or language of a selection. Exercises for developmental classes are offered.


Describes an analogous process model for teaching secondary reading and writing.


Presents notebooks, logs, and journals as vehicles through which students learn to think independently. Literature logs concentrate on developing students' reading responses and process journals develop students' writing awareness. Samples are included in appendix.